SCREWING THE SCOUTS
Baser sorts of male sodomites have a yen for chaste meat, and nothing piques their appetite like a tasty Boy
Scout. Why the Scouts? Probably the same attractions straight molesters crave: youth, innocence, morality,
wholesomeness, purity and health. Everything that isn’t them. Like foppish old vampires, pedophiles trawl
the world looking for sexual rejuvenation. In the case of extremely “active” gay men, there is also the
guarantee that of all their partners, children and youth are most certain to be virginal and disease free. It’s a
theme that goes back to Aztecs and Druids; sacrifice the virgins to cover their own sins. But they might play
around with them first.
Energy and enthusiasm of the Boy Scouts of America (BSA) seems to be a big hit, stirring gay lust. Less they
deny this, only a few moments research on internet, libraries, or gay-porn magazines reveals that screwing
Scouts is a classic gay fantasy. One website offers “Loads of Boy Scout Videos!!” while another screams
“Hot BoyScouts F*#k” with explicit photos across the home page.300 Most Scouts had no idea they served as
pin-ups for pederasts, but the poor kids are far more likely to find out now. Let’s not forget the “homoerotic”
appeal that little boys in military-type uniforms hold over certain types of grown men. This is a subset of the
Nazi obsession, and was a hot thing in Germany, as part of the "Bündisch" Youth Movement. 301
Once upon a time, the Scouts (under pressure to show largesse and modernize) allowed one gay teen to
become an Eagle Scout. Pascal Tessier showed his gratitude by campaigning against his patrons after they fired a gay
scout master – which had always been their policy. With the help of media heads grinding their axes against two
million BSA families, Tessier demonized his fellows and patrons. The disgruntled Scout launched boycotts to deny the
BSA means of support and meeting places.
Tessier was following in the footsteps of another petulant gay youth, James Dale, who sued the BSA in 1999. One piece
in the Huffington Post was all it took to drive hundreds of businesses from supporting the Scouts – like rats off a ship. 302
It wasn’t news that the BSA “discriminated” against open homosexuality, in the same sense that they “discriminate”
against drowning. Cowed execs and board members didn’t change their values overnight, they just submitted to bullies
setting fires under them. Kiddie-pimps posing as corporate executives worked hand-in-hand to trash one of
America’s most beloved institutions.

Corporate pederasty
Encountering rare corporations who didn’t fall in a swoon at the mention of their divine gayness, they upped their antics.
Intel, UPS, and Merck withstood the first onslaughts of gay venom, but eventually buckled. Instead, they joined forces
with “Scouts for Equality” a gay anti-Scout group, which exists to substitute for the core values and mission of the BSA.

Amazon, and its founder Jeff Bezos, have withstood a flood of condemnation and bogus shock over their refusal to join
the “Screw the Scouts” drive. As of 2015, Amazon still allowed Scouts to receive donations from their site, although
they’ve dropped several conservative groups at the behest of the hate-titan, SPLC. The anti-Scouting crusade appeared
to have more support than reality, thanks to media promotion of a few gay youth who turned on their teammates. One
petition against Amazon was trumpeted loudly as being signed by 125,000 people. Big deal. Millions have been
supporting the BSA for years, and none of them had a dedicated staff of reporters for it. All spotlights went to
monster corporations, old money, and big media dedicated to getting gays out of the bathhouse and into the
Boy Scouts.
Under fierce duress, the BSA began admitting openly gay scouts in 2014. “Open” means practicing, and in
some kid’s face. Because Scouting wasn’t dead enough yet, BSA President Robert Gates gave yet more
opportunities to pedophiles, by announcing a lift on their ban on openly gay (adult) leaders and employees, in
2015. You don’t need a degree in prophecy to predict the demise of scouting as we knew it. Liberals wax
ecstatic, and the kids are bolting as if it were a forest fire.
Was this an attack of mass stupidity? BSA battled pedophiles for years in efforts to keep their charges safe.
Banning openly gay boys and men (and using background checks) was the most obvious way to do this. Even
then, hundreds of boys were molested or raped by homosexuals despite all efforts to protect them. Attorney
for abused children, Tim Kosnoff, had a massive dossier on 1,892 abusers up to 2012.304 BSA was forced to
settle multiple lawsuits and paid out millions. Radical gays are no friends of the BSA.

Innocence is a crime
Scouting was one of the last refuges for innocent, outdoor sport and character growth – but it didn’t pass the
gay sniff test. As with all creation, Scouting should exist to make adult homosexuals happy. Founders just
didn’t realize it when the BSA was established on Christian ideals in 1910. BSA also prohibited atheists and
agnostics, but they haven’t warred to force this private organization to its knees. Militant gays and their
retinue worked furiously to tear a cherished institution to ribbons, as part of a successful bullying campaign.
But the drive to destroy all aspects of virtue and innocence in the lives of children didn’t leave girls behind. Girl Scouts
of the United States of America (GSUSA) wasn’t content with character, camping and cookies. Thanks to the
burgeoning pedophiles who seem to be in leadership now, little girls must navigate adult sexuality, gender and (special
bonus!) abortion. Perhaps a Girls’ Guide to Transgendering in Emergencies”? Not inconceivable considering the
lopsided presence of gay leaders such as Timothy Higdon, their Chief of External Affairs.305 New policies for GSUSA
include norming transgendering in the troops. Not to scare the little girls, they came up with the ingenious plan to just
not inform them of “transgender girls” (boys) as their bunk mates.

It doesn’t take an oracle to see that the fallout of the New Scouts will be the Few Scouts. Or none, which may
be the goal of the self-righteous harpies and pederasts that brought down one of the best things American kids
ever had. No one knows the future of the tattered corpse of the BSA, but there is already less focus on
morality. Allowing James Dale and Pascal Tessier to continue scouting was a mistake, as they quickly proved they
were far from trustworthy, or loyal. Considering that the BSA has settled large sums when boys were molested, despite
their best efforts –what will happen now they’ve removed their protection? And in future years when you need that
old-school Scout to help you cross the street or put out a forest fire? Good luck finding one.

